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Desktop KVM Switches  
Increased digitization and computing demands are driving growth across 

the IT industry, and the desktop KVM switch sector is no exception. In fact, 

with the adoption of new technologies and the race to stay ahead of the 

curve with future-proof solutions, in some sectors commercial use desktop 

KVM switches are experiencing resurgence. While entry-level desktop KVM 

switches for standard office desktop applications are experiencing their 

own interface evolution, advanced desktop KVM solutions have gotten 

much more sophisticated. As desktop KVM end users continue to migrate 

from analog video to digital video, so are advanced technologies from the 

SOHO realm becoming more ubiquitous in the KVM sector. Models with 

improved security, higher resolutions, faster data transfer speeds, lower 

latency and improved user experience are continuing to not only drive 

refreshes but also gain new enthusiasts as these advanced functionalities 

are seeing desktop KVMs finding increasingly complex usage in a wide 

range of integrated desktop multimedia applications. 

As the desktop KVM market transitions to a digital future, it is no surprise that one of the key 
drivers of sales is the increasing availability and affordability of ultra high-resolution screens and 
monitors, especially those that are DisplayPort interfaced. These forces work in tandem with higher 
bandwidth requirements across a wide range of applications that require ultra high-resolution 
video, such as CGI work at movie and animation companies; post-production video editing at 
broadcasting companies; and CAD engineering across a wide range of advanced industries.

DisplayPort Desktop KVM switches are leading this trend, and are increasingly used as the primary 
method of accessing data and resources for long-term, everyday use. As such, core applications in 
finance and in the broadcasting and CAD engineering industries are on the rise. These solutions are 
also used when there are many different video sources that need to be consolidated into one 
multi-display console, such as transportation control hubs, casinos, and stock market trading floors. 

From minimizing security threats by ensuring data integrity between user desktops accessing 
secure and unsecure networks, to split-screen viewing of ultrasound equipment that allows 
doctors and patients to view high-resolution images and extend image transmission for patients 
and guardians in real time, the applications for advanced DisplayPort desktop KVM switches are 
broad and varied. Furthermore, for many of these applications, advanced desktop KVM models 
offer interfaces that allow them to be integrated into control systems.

ATEN offers a wide range of DisplayPort desktop KVM solutions that are suitable for regular and 
commercial applications across all these fields. As the market leader in KVM switch solutions, our
40 years of experience means you can find the right solution from us, whatever your desktop needs. 
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Demand for Ultra High Resolutions 
In tandem with the increasing availability of UHD content across the IT industry and increased digitization spurred by developments in 

the SOHO segment, desktop KVM solutions are slowly but surely moving towards future-ready, scalable solutions for high-performance 

digital display connectivity. It is desktop KVM switch models that support DisplayPort technology that are leading this trend, and as 

DisplayPort with 4K@60 capability (DP 1.2) becomes increasingly welcome for the desktop user, the demand for KVMs supporting 

their native resolutions at reasonable refresh rates will certainly grow in turn, especially as these next generation DisplayPort desktop 

KVM switches are now able to deliver the larger, widescreen working areas for various pixel-heavy environments, such as specialized 

animation, graphic design tasks and medical imaging in healthcare. 

Increasing Adoption of New Technologies
In terms of new technologies that are being adopted by advanced desktop KVM solutions, DisplayPort MST (Multi-Stream Transport) is 
especially useful for desktop users that require multiple monitor setups using only a single cable. Models with this feature enable 
dual/multiple displays to be used from a single DisplayPort source. For example, splitting the total bandwidth coming from a DisplayPort 
1.2 output and allowing desktop users to connect up to 4 independent Full HD monitors allows for easy multitasking while reducing 
bulky cable connections and with no extra MST hub being required.

Looking further in to the future, as KVMs continue to adopt the latest technologies, all indicators point to USB-C becoming one of the 
most important connection protocols the desktop KVM needs to incorporate. USB Type-C is the most advanced industry-standard 
connector for data, power, and video transmission that is set to simplify cabling while maximizing the flexibility of data delivery. USB 
Type-C carries a wide array of benefits for users, including its functional extension abilities to carry USB signals and DisplayPort video 
at the same time, which can be leveraged by DisplayPort Alternate Mode (DP Alt Mode) to reduce connection complexity and offer 
users more types of data delivery options.

Demand for Increased Security  
In today’s increasingly security-conscious world, industry pundits are anticipating a pronounced move towards secure desktop KVM 
switches in the very near future. Secure KVM switches protect desktop access to reduce risk in government and military office environments 
where security is imperative, as well as any other information-sensitive applications that require safe and secure switching between 
computers on different security level networks. With channels isolated to prevent electromagnetic interference, models must also abide by 
privacy and security regulations. In addition, there are worldwide certifications in place that are constantly evolving, and models must 
comply with the requirements of the very latest protection profiles for peripheral sharing devices. 

However, security concerns are becoming universal, and while sales are mainly driven by applications in as in high security industries 
and those affected by increased concerns over data security due to international politics and governmental relations, users in other 
security-conscious vertical markets like healthcare and finance are strong potential markets for secure desktop KVM solutions, not 
only because of the many regulations already surrounding data management in these fields but also due to wider concerns about 
information sensitivity in an ever-increasing data-heavy world. 
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ATEN DisplayPort Desktop KVM Solutions 
Key Advantages

ATEN offers a wide range of DisplayPort desktop KVM solutions that provide both ergonomic style and advanced functionality. They 
are suitable for regular and commercial workstation applications across all fields. Our DisplayPort KVM switches allow you to switch 
seamlessly between up to four computers and share USB peripherals and multi-channel audio functionality from one single-display, 
dual-display or triple-display console.

As the market leader in KVM switch solutions, our 40 years of experience means you can find the right DisplayPort KVM solution from 
us, whatever your desktop needs.

ATEN DisplayPort Desktop
KVM Solutions

In tune with increasing demands for high performance digital displays 

for desktop applications, ATEN DisplayPort desktop KVM solutions offer 

stunning video quality in resolutions starting at 3840 x 2160 @ 30Hz 

and going all the way through to our advanced high-performance 

digital display models supporting the ultimate in clarity and detail with 

resolutions up to 4K UHD (3840 x 2160 @ 60Hz) and 4K DCI (4096 x 

2160 @ 60 Hz). ATEN DisplayPort desktop KVM solutions allow you to 

keep pace with the boom in ultra-high-definition video content across 

all sectors and take full advantage of the benefits of visual excellence 

in terms of both work efficiency and viewing pleasure.

The Highest Resolutions Available 
for the Most Stunning Visuals

5      6

At ATEN, we constantly strive to incorporate the most cutting-edge 

technologies in our solutions. We know that the latest workstations 

require more displays and more convenience but less cabling and 

less hassle, so we were first-to-market with a desktop KVM 

solution that features a built-in DisplayPort Multi-Stream Transport 

(MST) hub. Models with MST enable users to adopt two console 

displays from a single DisplayPort 1.2 video source, providing an 

extended desktop mode and splitter mode at resolutions up to 4K 

for multitasking across two displays while reducing bulky cable 

connections. Get tomorrow’s convenience today with one of 

ATEN’s future-ready desktop KVM switches.

Innovative Functionalities for 
Optimal Future-Proofing

We know that different users require different workstation display 

configurations for different desktop tasks, and so ATEN’s DisplayPort 

desktop KVM switch range has been explicitly designed to provide a 

wide range of display options for all kinds of scenarios, including 

dual- and triple-display models that support simultaneous control of 

one computer on one display while viewing another source on the 

other display(s). 

Complete Range of Workstation 
Display Configurations for Any 
Application 

As advanced desktop KVM applications become increasingly 
specialized, it’s not just keyboard, video and mouse control that 
you need at your fingertips. This is why all ATEN desktop KVMP 
models feature a built-in USB hub that provides full sharing 
functionality, allowing your USB peripherals to connect to the 
switch and be shared by all the computers on the installation. 
Selected desktop KVM models feature SuperSpeed USB 3.1 Gen 1 
built-in hubs that provide up to 5 Gbps data transfer rates. From 
joysticks and flash drives to tablets and integrated network 
storage, ATEN’s desktop KVMP solutions have complete USB 
peripheral connectivity and uninterrupted data transmission as 
standard.

Integrated USB Hub for Peripheral 
Versatility and Extreme Transmission 
Speeds

ATEN DisplayPort desktop KVM solutions have been designed to take 

full account of the human factor. If you feel good, you are sure to work 

better. The sleek and stylish look of ATEN’s DisplayPort desktop KVM 

switches allows them to merge into any user-focused multimedia 

workstation environment while providing a host of intuitive control 

features and advanced functionalities to help you achieve your full 

potential. They are comfortable to operate, help you to clear your 

workspace of distracting desktop clutter, and improve your workflow 

stream by allowing you to focus on expanding productivity and 

maximizing creativity. ATEN DisplayPort desktop KVM switches provide 

both style and substance.

Ergonomic Style, Full Functionality 
for a Matchless User Experience

CS1964 CS1953 CS1942DP / CS1944DP CS1922M / CS1924M

Dual/Triple Display • Triple • Dual • Dual

4K • 
DCI @ 60Hz

• 
DCI @ 60Hz

• 
UHD & DCI @

60Hz

• 
UHD & DCI @

60Hz 

USB Hub • 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

• 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

• 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

• 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

MST
•

Compliant
•

Compliant
• 

Built-in Hub

USB-C Power Delivery •

N-key Rollover •

Video DynaSyncTM • 

Military-class Security

C S1922 / CS1924 CS1912 / CS1914 CS782DP CS1144DP

Dual/Triple Display • Dual

4K
• 

UHD & DCI @
60Hz

• 
UHD @ 30Hz

• 
UHD & DCI @ 60Hz

• 
UHD @ 30Hz

USB Hub • 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

• 
USB 3.1 Gen 1

MST
•

Compliant
•

Compliant

USB-C Power Delivery

N-key Rollover

Video DynaSyncTM

Military-class Security •

*Note: Only selected ATEN DisplayPort desktop KVM models are featured in this Solutions Guide. For details about ATEN’s full range of desktop KVM 
solutions, including desktop KVM switches and cable KVM switches, please see the ATEN catalog, or visit our website.
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CS1942DP 
2-Port USB 3.0 4K DisplayPort Dual Display KVMP™ Switch 

CS1922 
2-Port USB 3.0 4K DisplayPort/Audio KVMP™ Switch  

Transportation 
01

Desktop KVM switches in the transportation sector are mainly used in fast-paced control room scenarios where distances from 
information sources aren’t long enough to require KVM extenders but multiple systems still need to be accessed from one console, 
allowing operators to efficiently and effectively monitor multiple information streams in order to make accurate mission-critical 
decisions. In these situations, such as air traffic control, where detailed overviews of visual data from synchronized recording and replay 
systems are required so that reaction times are as fast as possible, it is also important that solutions offer maximum operator comfort 
while decreasing desktop clutter so that workflow remains smooth and unhindered. 

Single and Dual-Display Desktop Solution for Air Traffic Control  
A public-private partnership responsible for a country’s military and civil air traffic control services was looking for a KVM switch solution 
to update the air traffic controller workstations in one of its main control centers. The location provides air traffic control services to 
fourteen airports and controls both upper level en-route traffic and low-level traffic, including aircraft making approaches to the capital 
city’s main airports. The desktop KVM solution needed to incorporate a mix of single-display and dual-display workstations in the air traffic 
control center with various short distance limitations and provide access to on-site information systems, including a Dell server running as 
a remote diagnostic unit as well as a Jotron recorder, to perform critical tasks such as preventative monitoring and event reporting.

The ATEN SolutionChallenges

• Required ultra-high resolutions (True 4K @ 60Hz) to 
run on 42-inch monitors

• To provide access to information systems from 
multiple workstations to enable the air traffic 
controllers to perform data analysis and incident 
reconstruction

• Must integrate with Dell remote diagnostic unit and 
Jotron recording and replay solution

The ATEN solution made it easy and efficient for air 
traffic controllers to remotely monitor the UHD 
output of computers and serial devices from 
single-display workstations at short distances and 
dual-display workstations at distances up to 6.5 
meters, while providing a smooth, ergonomic 
desktop experience for controllers. 
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CS1964 
4-Port USB 3.0 4K DisplayPort Triple Display KVMP™ Switch

Financial Services
02

Increased digitization has transformed financial services and has had a profound effect on trading infrastructure. Workers in the 
financial services industry often hold the fiscal well-being of an individual or entire company beneath their fingertips. This makes 
multi-display setups essential to effectively manage and evaluate critical financial data. Or, in the breakneck pace of an environment 
like a trading room, information such as share prices and global commodity pricing needs to be rigorously monitored in real time, a 
task that a single screen setup now renders nearly impossible.  Another vital challenge technology in this industry faces is the 
maintaining of data security in an age where financial data is constantly under risk of external attacks.  

Multi-Display Desktop Solution for Investment Bank 
One of the world’s biggest investment banks has several stock trading rooms for monitoring key economic indicators on a daily 
basis. These trading rooms were specifically constructed to incorporate video walls, network switches, and a large number of 
multiple-monitor KVM desktops where financial analysts could simultaneously monitor various trends and fluctuations in oil, 
gold and share prices on up to six screens for more efficiency. The KVM solution needed to be robust and reliable, to avoid down-
time and financial losses caused by equipment failure, and also to be flexible enough to support both triple-display and 
dual-unit, six-display setups controlled via single desktop connection.

The ATEN SolutionChallenges

• Multiple-monitor KVM desktops for efficiently 
monitoring economic trends

• Compatible with multiple platforms like Windows, Mac 
and Linux

• Supports UHD resolutions for monitoring

• Able to stream from GPUs from various vendors

ATEN triple display KVMP switches allowed the 
client to monitor different economic trends and 
conduct rapid financial transactions and analyses of 
large quantities of data across three screens, with 
an option for hexa-view (six-screen) setups by 
connecting two units, which saved tremendous 
amounts of resources in terms of time and money 
while also providing flexibility of system architecture 
and implementation.
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CS1922M 
2-Port USB 3.0 4K DisplayPort MST KVMP™ Switch 

CS1942DP 
2-Port USB 3.0 4K DisplayPort Dual Display KVMP™ Switch

Post Production  
03

Desktop KVM solutions are a highly effective way to optimize workflow in post production and graphic design environments. Post 
production was among the first work environments in which a multiple-screen display was implemented, due to the large amount 
of complex content that needed to be viewed at once to be manipulated effectively. In addition, work in these areas requires precise 
video clarity and large data transfer rates. In order to effectively manipulate a variety of content at one time, post production 
engineers require KVM switches that are compatible with the most up-to-date display standards, offer seamless control of multiple 
computers, and allow high-speed access to a wide range of peripherals.

Multimedia Editing and Design Studio   
A multimedia editing and design studio was looking to update its lab with a future-proof, scalable solution to provide high-performance 
digital display connectivity for the production of multimedia and graphic content. The lab features high-end, integrated hardware and 
software to augment the creation and editing of graphics, web pages, video and 3D. Production tools used by the designers include 
4K-enabled PCs, industry standard software suites, and specialized peripherals, such as drawing tablets and integrated network data 
storage, so high speed data transfer was crucial. The studio also wanted the flexibility to implement dual 2K and dual 4K workstations.  

The ATEN SolutionChallenges

• Required easy switching among multiple source 
computers 

• Required superior 4K video quality with resolutions up 
to 4K UHD and 4K DCI

• Need large bandwidth and extreme transmission 
speeds to deal with accessing and delivering huge files

• Easily connect the laptops of freelance designers and 
clients to gain full access to system resources

The ATEN DisplayPort KVMP solution allowed the 
production designers to effortlessly work in true 4K 
quality, switch among multiple content sources, 
multitask at their desktop consoles and gain 
super-speed access to peripheral devices, while also 
providing independent switching of the KVM and USB 
peripheral focus. 
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CS1144DP 
4-Port USB DisplayPort Dual Display Secure KVM Switch 

Government / Military 
04

While security has markedly improved in government, military and public sector installations, cyber threats continue to be 
prevalent. Key concerns include securing sensitive information, network breaches, malware attacks and cyber terrorism. With 
secure KVM desktop switches deployed, government agencies can minimize security threats by ensuring data integrity 
between user desktops accessing secure and unsecure networks. With security features such as tamper-evident tape, chassis 
intrusion detection, and tamper-proof hardware coupled with layers of software security, secure desktop kvm switches can 
mitigate the vulnerabilities of a variety of cyber attacks.

Secure Desktop Solution for Military Offices 
A large state-owned office building that housed various government branches was looking to upgrade a section of its IT 
installation to consolidate multiple workstations of various security classification levels with one keyboard, video monitor and 
mouse. While the desktop functionalities required by the government office were similar to a regular desktop KVM switch, 
the new solution needed to provide both hardware and software-based security features built into the units. It was also 
imperative that the solution provided true network separation between classified and non-classified and complied with the 
latest international protection protocols.

The ATEN SolutionChallenges

• Required channel isolation so data cannot be 
transferred between computers

• Provide hardware and software-based security 
features

• Compliant with PP3.0 (Protection Profile for Peripheral 
Sharing Switch) security requirements

The ATEN Secure Desktop KVM Switch solution 
provided military-class security with multi-layered 
protection on both the physical and digital levels to 
combat data leakage across internal ports as well as 
to external networks.
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ATEN International Co., Ltd., established in 1979, is the leading provider of AV/IT connectivity and management solutions. Offering integrated KVM, 
professional AV, and intelligent power solutions, ATEN products connect, manage, and optimize AV/IT equipment in corporate, government, education, 
broadcasting and media, and transportation environments.  ATEN has 570+ issued international patents and a global R&D team that produces a 
constant stream of innovative solutions, resulting in a comprehensive portfolio of products available worldwide.
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